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Class II 
Assignment Date  :  11/05/2020 
 
To be Completed by  :  17/05/2020 

 
Guidelines  : Complete the work given in different subjects according to the 
instructions given along with each subject. It has to be submitted in school 
once the school reopens 
 
Subject  : ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

A) Make a new class work notebook for English Language 

B) Read Lesson 1,2 

C) Do the work given below. 

 

LESSON-1 Alphabet Fun 

 

 The English Alphabet has 26 letters. 

 Letters a, e, i, o and u are vowels. 

 Letters b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y and z are 

consonants. 

 

NOTE:  

Vowels have special sounds. 

A vowel can have one or more sounds. 

For example: The letter ‘a’ has different sounds in apple, arm and baker. 

 

Exercise A (new page) 

 

Q1. Fill in the vowels for the following: 

1. Iglo o                                                      

2. Parrot      

3. Fish                                                          

4. Umbrella 

5. Hen 

6. A e roplane 

 

Exercise B (new page) 
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Q2. Put the words beginning with a vowel under Group A and words beginning 

with a consonant under Group B: 

 Ice-cream, butter, onion, table, eggs, burger, apple, jam, potatoes, 

Ink-pot, oil, pizza, book 

 

Ans. 

Group A Group B 

Ice- cream 

Onion 

Eggs 

Apple 

Ink- pot 

Oil 

Butter 

Jam 

Potatoes 

Pizza 

Table 

Book 

 

 

 

 

(New page) 

LESSON-2 Nouns 

 

Nouns are the names of people, animals, birds, insects, places and things. 

 

NOTE:  

The names of the days of the week are also nouns. 

 

Exercise A 

 

Q1. Identify and underline the nouns in the following sentences: 

1. Peter is eating a banana. 

Ans. Peter, banana 

    2. I like these beautiful flowers. 

Ans. Flowers 

    3. There are no markers in the box. 

Ans. Markers, box 

    4.  Children are playing outside. 

Ans. Children 

    5. Will you peel the potatoes for me? 

Ans. Potatoes 
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    6. The bus stopped suddenly. 

Ans. Bus 

    7. Ravi flew a kite in the park. 

Ans. Ravi, kite, park 

    8. She is playing with her brother. 

Ans. brother 

 

 

Exercise B (new page) 

 

Q2. Identify the nouns from the following paragraph and write each noun under 

the category to which it belongs: 

 

The sun is shining and the birds are singing but John is still in bed. He has to go 

to school. Mom comes into the room. John jumps out of the bed, brushes his 

teeth, gets into the bathtub and is ready! 

 

Ans. 

 

Person Place      Animal Thing 

John  

Mom 

School 

Room 

       birds Sun 

Bed 

Teeth 

bathtub 

 

Subject  : Computer 

Note:Make a new one-side ruled notebook for computer and copy down 

this work.  

Ch-1 (Computer –An Electronic Device) 

Q1.Fill in the blanks: 
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a) Computer  works on our commands. 

b) Computer can process input and produce the output. 

c) Computer can be used for multiple purposes. 

d) Computer has a large memory to store information. 

e) Computer is an automatic machine. 

 

Q2.Write True or False: 

a) Computer runs on electricity. True 

b) Computer can make mistakes sometimes. False 

c) Computer has no emotions. True 

d) Computer can be attacked by viruses.True 

e) Computer gets bored when it does the same work again and again. False 

 

Q3.Match the following: 

a) Works very fast                           - Computer 

b) Makes many mistakes          - Human 

c) Does not get tired          - Computer 

d) Has a Large memory                   - Computer 

e) Can work on its own                   -  Human 

Q4.Answer the following questions: 

a) What is a computer? 

A computer is an electronic device that works on our commands. 

 

b) Write any two features of the computer. 

1. It is fast. 

2. It is automatic. 

 

c) What does Multitask mean? 

Multitask means computer can do many things at the same time. 

 

d) What does Automatic mean? 
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Automatic means computer works on its own ,after it is given commands. 

 

e) Is computer a fast machine? 

Yes,  computer is a fast machine . 

 

f) Write any one disadvantage of the computer. 

Computers are prone to virus attacks. 

 

 

Subject  :   DRAWING 

 

Draw a duck and colour it (in your school drawing copy) 

 

 

Respected All, 

To generate awareness among various stakeholders for effective prevention of 

poaching of mongoose and illegal trade in mongoose hair brushwhich is being 

used for painting, Wildlife Crime Contol Bureau (WCCB)  Govt of India has 

prepared a PPT titled Operation Clean Art – Awareness campaign to save 

Mongoose.    Request you to  share with your children and others  . Give your 

feed back on  rddnr@wccb.gov.in 

The idea is to destroy the market of paint brushes made of mongoose fur. 

Whenever they have to buy brushes children may ask shopkeeper if they are not 

made of animal fur. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rddnr@wccb.gov.in
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STAY AT HOME, STAY SAFE…MAKE THE BEST USE OF YOUR TIME 


